
We are seeing the ever-growing need to understand businesses from a human 

perspective. Self-centred organizations have experienced failures as they failed to 

understand the need of an hour and align their service offerings accordingly.

It’s a very well-known truth that we now have a significant amount of workforce in 

the crypto/digital currency industry and unfortunately, there isn’t a single platform 

that can help in organized employment. Similarly, if a young entrepreneur decides 

to launch his cryptocurrency wallet for his project, it takes giant efforts and money 

to accomplish this one-time activity.  

Stakinglab is committed to contributing to the society in whatever possible way and 

hence decided to build a very sophisticated job portal to help millions of people 

who are working in the crypto industry. Similarly, Stakinglab is working to offer an 

out of the box “blockchain as a service” solution to cut down the time to market 

your idea significantly.  Amalgamation of services is key to building an ecosystem. 

Stakinglab's ecosystem will offer a job portal, blockchain as a service, a seamless 

payment system, and a much-needed exchange. 

1. A marketplace for job seekers and talent hunters: Our platform will be extremely 

easy to use with only required options for users and other stakeholders. The main 

objective of the platform is to help connect job seekers with recruiters in the field of  

crypto/digital currency and blockchain industry. With the ever growing popularity 

of Stakinglab and its existing strong client base, people are going to benefit quickly, 

as it all about socializing people’s skills with potential recruiters.

2. Blockchain as a service (BAAS): StakingLab BAAS offering will address this chal-

lenge seamlessly in a cost-effective manner for you. You can get your wallet code 

developed by whomever you wish to and use our services to ensure there  are no 

security-breach vulnerabilities in your wallet code. Our experienced security pro-
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lenge seamlessly in a cost-effective manner for you. You can get your wallet code 

developed by whomever you wish to and use our services to ensure there  are no 

security-breach vulnerabilities in your wallet code. Our experienced security pro-

fessionals (ethical hackers) will scan through each line of your wallet code 
and give feedback if there are any vulnerabilities of any kind, i.e. SQL injec-
tion, cross-site scripting, broken authentication, session management, etc. 

3. The homegrown payment system for StakingLab services: Stakinglab’s 
payment system will enable communities to make seamless and secure 
transactions while keeping low transaction fees. StakingLab offers multiple 
services and existing clients will be the first beneficiary of a payment system. 
Clients can use Staking Lab’s payment system and its currency coin to make 
payments for all the services offered by the StakingLab platform. 

4. Next generation cryptocurrency exchange: One of our goals is to develop 
a high-volume PoS and masternode coin exchange where people can trade 
their preferred coins, convert them with a wide variety of other popular coins, 
and liquidate without having to bear the transfer fee to some other exchange. 
This last step will conclude our mission or commitment to offer a 
fully-fledged holistic platform where you can buy, sell, stake and liquidate 
your cryptocurrency holdings.
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Ideation 
Concept finalization 

Feasibility study
Market Study

Use Case - Blockchain as Service
 Plug and play system integrators 

for blockchain wallet testing
Other market driven blockchain

 system integrator

Selection
Use Cases
Core team

Process

Pre-preparation
Brand Identity Launch

Enhanced Website
Elite investor group formation

Launch
Private Sale

Pre-sale for selected investors
Open Sale

Interface Launch
Block Explorer
Wallet Release

 Procurement
Servers, Switches
Router, Firewall
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Exchange listing
 CryptoBridge, CoinExchange

 Cryptopia, Mercatox
 KuCoin, Binance

Use Case- Clicknode
Clicknode Website development 
Clicknode platform development

Beta Platform launch
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Use Case- Crypto/Blockchain 
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Platform development
Customer onboarding
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Payment System

Platform development
Stakinglab coin integration with 
Clicknode & stakinglab platform
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 Blockchain development

 Coin Explorer Development
 Invitation to private investors

Wallet Development

Preparation
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ICO platform development
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